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Abstract—Even though many machine algorithms have been
proposed for entity resolution, it remains very challenging to find
a solution with quality guarantees. In this paper, we propose a
novel HUman and Machine cOoperation (HUMO) framework for
entity resolution (ER), which divides an ER workload between
the machine and the human. HUMO enables a mechanism for
quality control that can flexibly enforce both precision and
recall levels. We introduce the optimization problem of HUMO,
minimizing human cost given a quality requirement, and then
present three optimization approaches: a conservative baseline
one purely based on the monotonicity assumption of precision,
a more aggressive one based on sampling and a hybrid one that
can take advantage of the strengths of both previous approaches.
Finally, we demonstrate by extensive experiments on real and
synthetic datasets that HUMO can achieve high-quality results
with reasonable return on investment (ROI) in terms of human
cost, and it performs considerably better than the state-of-the-art
alternatives in quality control.
I. INTRODUCTION
Entity resolution (ER) usually refers to identifying the
relational records that correspond to the same real-world entity
in a dataset. Extensively studied in the literature [1], ER can
be performed based on rules [2], [3], [4], probabilistic theory
[5] or machine learning [6], [7], [8], [9]. Unfortunately, most
of the existing techniques fall short of effective mechanisms
for quality control. As a result, they cannot enforce quality
guarantees. Even though active learning based approaches
[8], [9] can optimize recall while ensuring a user-specified
precision level, it is usually desirable in practice that an
ER result can have more comprehensive quality guarantees
specified at both precision and recall fronts.
To flexibly impose quality guarantees, we propose a novel
human and machine cooperation framework, HUMO, for ER.
Its primary idea is to divide instance pairs in an ER workload
into easy ones, which can be automatically labeled by a ma-
chine with high accuracy; and more challenging ones, which
require manual verification. HUMO is, to some extent, inspired
by the success of human intervention in problem solving as
demonstrated by numerous crowdsourcing applications [10].
However, existing crowdsourcing solutions for ER [11], [12],
[13], [14], [15], [16], [17] mainly focused on how to make
humans more effective and efficient on a given workload.
Targeting the challenge of quality control, HUMO instead
investigates the problem of how to divide an ER workload
between the human and the machine such that a given quality
requirement can be met.
HUMO is motivated by the observation that pure machine-
based solutions usually struggle in ensuring desired quality
guarantees for tasks as challenging as entity resolution. Even
though humans usually perform better than machines in terms
of quality on such tasks, human labor is much more ex-
pensive than machine computation. Therefore, HUMO has
been designed with the purpose of minimizing human cost
given a particular quality requirement. Note that a prototype
system of HUMO has been demonstrated in [18]. The major
contributions of this technical paper can be summarized as
follows:
1) We propose a human and machine cooperation frame-
work, HUMO, for entity resolution. The attractive prop-
erty of HUMO is that it enables an effective mechanism
for comprehensive quality control at both precision and
recall fronts;
2) We introduce the optimization problem of HUMO, i.e.
minimizing human cost given a quality requirement,
and present three optimization approaches: a conser-
vative baseline one purely based on the monotonicity
assumption of precision, a more aggressive one based on
sampling, and a hybrid one that can take advantage of
the strengths of both approaches;
3) We validate the efficacy of HUMO by extensive experi-
ments on both real and synthetic datasets. Our empirical
evaluation shows that HUMO can achieve high-quality
results with reasonable ROI in terms of human cost,
and it performs considerably better than the state-of-the-
art alternatives in quality control. On minimizing human
cost, the hybrid approach performs better than both the
baseline and sampling-based approaches.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section II
reviews more related work. Section III defines the task.
Section IV presents the framework. Section V describes the
baseline approach based on the monotonicity assumption of
precision. Section VI describes the sampling-based approach.
Section VII describes the hybrid approach. Section VIII
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presents our empirical evaluation results. Finally, Section IX
concludes this paper with some thoughts on future works.
II. RELATED WORK
As a classical problem in the area of data quality, entity
resolution has been extensively studied in the literature [1],
[19], [20]. The proposed techniques include those based on
rules [2], [3], [4], probabilistic theory [5], [21] and machine
learning [6], [7], [8], [9]. However, these traditional techniques
lack effective mechanisms for quality control; ergo, they fail
in ensuring high-quality guarantees.
Active learning-based approaches [8], [9] have been pro-
posed in order to satisfy the precision requirement for ER. The
authors of [8] proposed a technique that can optimize the recall
while ensuring a pre-specified precision goal. The authors
in [9] proposed an improved algorithm that approximately
maximizes the recall under a precision constraint. Considering
that these techniques share the same classification paradigm
with traditional machine learning-based ones; the former can-
not enforce comprehensive quality guarantees specified by
both precision and recall metrics as HUMO does.
The progressive paradigm for ER [22], [23] has also been
proposed for the application scenarios in which ER should
be processed efficiently, but it does not necessarily guarantee
high-quality results. Taking a pay-as-you-go approach, it stud-
ied how to maximize the result’s quality given a pre-specified
resolution budget, which was defined based on the machine
computation cost. A similar iterative algorithm, SiGMa, was
proposed in [24]. It can leverage both the structure information
and string similarity measures to resolve entity alignment
across different knowledge bases. Note that built on machine
computation, these techniques could not be applied to enforce
quality guarantees either.
It has been well recognized that pure machine algorithms
may not be able to produce satisfactory results in many
practical scenarios [10]. Many researchers [11], [12], [13],
[14], [15], [16], [17], [25] have studied how to crowdsource
an ER workload. For instance, recently, the authors of [17]
proposed a cost-effective framework that employs the partial
order relationship on instance pairs to reduce the number of
asked pairs. Similarly, the authors in [25] provided solutions
to take advantage of both pairwise and multi-item interfaces
in a crowdsourcing setting. While, these works addressed the
challenges specific to crowdsourcing; we instead investigate
a different problem: how to divide a workload between the
human and the machine such that the user-specified quality
guarantees can be met. In this paper, we assume that human
workload can be performed with high quality; yet we do
not investigate the problems targeted by existing interactive
and crowdsourcing solutions. Note that the workload assigned
to the human by HUMO can be naturally processed in a
crowdsourcing manner. Our work can thus be considered or-
thogonal to existing works on crowdsourcing. It is interesting
to investigate how to seamlessly integrate a crowdsourcing
platform into HUMO in future work.
III. PROBLEM SETTING
Entity resolution’s main purpose is to determine whether
two records are equivalent. Two records are deemed equivalent
if and only if they correspond to the same real-world entity. We
denote an ER workload by D, D = {d1, d2, · · · , dn}, in which
di represents an instance pair. An ER solution corresponds to
a label assignment L for D, L = {l1, l2, · · · , ln}, in which
li = 1 if di is labeled as match and li = 0 if it is labeled as
unmatch. In this paper, di is called a matching pair if its two
records are equivalent; otherwise, it is called an unmatching
pair.
As usual, we measure the quality of an ER solution by
the metrics of precision and recall. Precision is the fraction
of matching pairs among the pairs labeled as match, while
recall is the fraction of correctly labeled matching pairs among
all the matching pairs. Formally, we denote the ground-truth
labeling solution for D by Lˆ, Lˆ = {lˆ1, lˆ2, · · · , lˆn}, in which
lˆi = 1 if di is a matching pair and lˆi = 0 otherwise. Given
a labeling solution L, we use Dtp to denote its set of true
positive pairs, Dtp = {di|lˆi = 1 ∧ li = 1}, Dfp to denote its
set of false positive pairs, Dfp = {di|lˆi = 0 ∧ li = 1}, and
Dfn to denote its set of false negative pairs, Dfn = {di|lˆi =
1 ∧ li = 0}. Accordingly, the achieved precision level of L
can be represented by
precision(D,L) =
|Dtp|
|Dtp|+ |Dfp| . (1)
Similarly, the achieved recall level of L can be represented by
recall(D,L) =
|Dtp|
|Dtp|+ |Dfn| . (2)
Formally, the problem of entity resolution with quality
guarantees specified at both precision and recall fronts is
defined as follows:
Definition 1: [Entity Resolution with Quality Guaran-
tees] Given a set of instance pairs, D = {d1, d2, · · · , dn}, the
problem of entity resolution with quality guarantees is to give
a labeling solution L for D provided with a confidence level
θ, precision(D,L) ≥ α and recall(D,L) ≥ β, in which α
and β denote the user-specified precision and recall values
respectively.
IV. HUMO FRAMEWORK
In this section, we first give an overview on HUMO, then
introduce its optimization problem.
A. Framework Overview
The primary idea behind HUMO is to enforce quality
guarantees by dividing an ER workload between the human
and the machine. It assigns easy instances, which can be
automatically labeled with high accuracy, to the machine,
while leaving more challenging instances for human-operated
manual verification.
Suppose that each instance pair in D can be evaluated by
a machine metric. This metric can be pair similarity or other
classification metrics (e.g. match probability [5] and Support
Vector Machine distance [26]). Note that entity resolution
by classification usually categorizes pairs into match and
unmatch based on a selected metric. Given a machine metric,
HUMO assumes that D statistically satisfies monotonicity of
precision. Given a set of instance pairs, its precision refers to
the proportion of matching pairs among all pairs. Intuitively,
the monotonicity assumption of precision states that the higher
(resp. lower) metric values a set of pairs have, the more
probably they are matching pairs (resp. unmaching pairs). It
can be observed that given a machine metric, the monotonicity
assumption of precision underlies its effectiveness as a clas-
sification metric. For simplicity of presentation, we use pair
similarity as a machine metric example in this paper. However,
HUMO is similarly effective with other machine metrics. For
instance, with the metric of SVM, each pair can be measured
by its distance to a classification plane; with the metric of
match probability, each pair can be measured by its estimated
probability.
Formally, we define the monotonicity assumption of preci-
sion, which was first proposed in [8], as follows:
Assumption 1 (Monotonicity of Precision): A value inter-
val Ii is dominated by another interval Ij , denoted by Ii  Ij ,
if every value in Ii is less than every value in Ij . We say that
precision is monotonic with respect to a pair metric if for any
two value intervals Ii  Ij in [0,1], we have R(Ii) ≤ R(Ij),
in which R(Ii) denotes the precision of the set of instance
pairs whose metric values are located in Ii.
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Fig. 1. The HUMO framework.
With the metric of pair similarity, the underlying intuition
of Assumption 1 is that the more similar two records are, the
more likely they refer to the same real-world entity. According
to the monotonicity assumption, a pair with high similarity has
a correspondingly high probability of being a matching pair.
A pair with low similarity instead has a correspondingly low
probability of being a matching pair. These two groups of
instance pairs can be supposed to be easy in that they can
be automatically labeled by the machine with high accuracy.
In comparison, the instance pairs having medium similarities
are more challenging because labeling them either way by
machine would introduce more considerable errors.
The HUMO framework is shown in Figure 1. It divides
the similarity interval [0,1] into three disjoint intervals, I−,
IH and I+, in which I−=[0,v−), IH=[v−,v+] and I+=(v+,1],
and correspondingly D into three disjoint subsets, D−, DH
and D+. It automatically labels the pairs in D− as unmatch,
the pairs in D+ as match, and assigns the pairs in DH to the
human for manual verification. It can be observed that HUMO
can flexibly enforce quality guarantees by adjusting the range
of DH . In the extreme case of DH = ∅, HUMO boils down
to a straightforward machine-based classification technique.
With the assumption that the human performs better than the
machine on a quality basis, enlarging the range of DH would
result in improved quality. In the opposite extreme case of
DH = D, HUMO achieves the best performance, which is
the same as the human’s.
Generally, given a HUMO solution S consisting of D−, DH
and D+, the lower bound of its achieved precision level can
be represented by
precisionl(S) =
N+l (D+) +N
+
l (DH)
N(D+) +N(DH)
, (3)
in which N(·) denotes the total number of pairs in a set
and N+l (·) denotes the lower bound of the total number of
matching pairs in a set. Similarly, the lower bound of its
achieved recall level can be represented by
recalll(S) =
N+l (D+) +N
+
l (DH)
N+l (D+) +N
+
l (DH) +N
+
u (D−)
, (4)
in which N+u (·) denotes the upper bound of the total number
of matching pairs in a set. In this paper, for the sake of
presentation simplicity, we assume that the pairs in DH can
be manually labeled accurately (100% accuracy with 100%
confidence). With that being said, we emphasize that HUMO’s
effectiveness does not depend on said assumption, since it can
work properly provided that quality guarantees can be enforced
on DH . In the case that human errors are introduced in DH ,
the lower bounds of the achieved precision and recall can be
similarly estimated based on Eq. 3 and Eq. 4. Nonetheless,
it is worthy to point out that under the assumption that the
human yields higher quality matches than the machine, the
best quality guarantees HUMO can achieve are no better than
human attained ones on DH .
B. Optimization Problem
Since human labor is in practice much more expensive
than machine computation, HUMO aims to minimize human
cost provided that user-specified quality requirements can
be satisfied. By quantifying human cost by the number of
manually inspected instance pairs in DH , we formally define
HUMO’s optimization problem as follows:
Definition 2: [Minimizing Human Cost in HUMO].
Given a set of instance pairs, D, a confidence level θ, a
precision level α and a recall level β, HUMO’s optimization
problem is represented by
argmin
Si
(|DH(Si)|)
subject to P (precision(D,Si) ≥ α) ≥ θ,
P (recall(D,Si) ≥ β) ≥ θ,
(5)
in which Si denotes a HUMO solution, DH(Si) denotes
the set of instance pairs assigned to the human by Si,
precision(D,Si) denotes the achieved precision by Si,
recall(D,Si) denotes the achieved recall by Si, and P (·)
denotes the probability of a required quality level being met.
Note that in Definition 2, P (·), or the probability of satis-
fying a certain required quality level, is statistically equivalent
to the confidence level θ defined in Definition. 1. It can be ob-
served that HUMO achieves a 100% precision and recall levels
in the extreme case when all the instance pairs are assigned
to the human (i.e. DH=D). In general, its achieved precision
and recall levels tend to decrease as DH becomes smaller.
However, the problem of searching for the minimum size DH
is challenging due to the fact that the ground-truth match
proportions of D− and D+ are unknown. In the following
sections, we propose three search approaches: a conservative
baseline one purely based on the monotonicity assumption
of precision (Section V), a more aggressive sampling-based
one (Section VI), and a hybrid one that benefits from the
strengths of both previous approaches (Section VII). They
estimate the match proportions of D− and D+ based on
different assumptions.
V. BASELINE APPROACH
The baseline approach assumes that the instance pairs in the
workload of D statistically satisfy monotonicity of precision.
It begins with an initial medium similarity value (e.g. the
boundary value of a classifier or simply a median value), and
then incrementally identifies the upper and lower bounds of
the similarity interval of DH , v− and v+.
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(a) Incrementally moving the upper bound of DH right.
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(b) Incrementally moving the lower bound of DH left.
Fig. 2. The demonstration of the baseline solution.
Initially, it sets v− and v+ to a common value v0, v− =
v+ = v0. Then, it iteratively enlarges the similarity interval
of DH until the desired precision and recall requirements
are satisfied. Since both lower and upper bounds affect the
precision and recall estimates, the search process alternately
moves v− left and v+ right.
Suppose that v+ is moved from v+i−1 to a higher value v
+
i ,
as shown in Figure 2(a). It is clear that as the mark of v+
is moved right, the number of true positives would remain
constant while the number of false positives would decrease.
As a result, the achieved precision would in turn increase.
We denote the interval (v+i−1, v
+
i ] by I
+
i . According to the
monotonicity assumption of precision, the match proportion
of the pairs in the interval (v+i , 1] is no less than R(I
+
i ), in
which R(I+i ) denotes the observed match proportion of the
pairs in I+i . Therefore, with v
− and v+ = v+i , the lower
bound of the achieved precision level can be represented by
|DH | · R(DH) + |D+| · R(I+i )
|DH | · R(DH) + |D+| , (6)
in which |DH | and |D+| denote the total numbers of pairs
in DH and D+ respectively. Accordingly, given the precision
requirement α, the match proportion of the interval I+i should
satisfy
R(I+i ) ≥
α · |D+| − (1− α) · R(DH) · |DH |
|D+| . (7)
In other words, the precision requirement α would be satisfied
once the observed match proportion of the interval I+i reaches
the threshold presented in Eq. 7.
Similarly, suppose that the lower bound v− is moved from
v−j−1 to a lower value v
−
j , as shown in Figure 2(b). We denote
the interval [v−j , v
−
j−1) by I
−
j . According to the monotonicity
assumption of precision, the match proportion of the pairs in
the interval [0, v−j ) is no larger than R(I
−
j ). Therefore, with
v+ = v+i and v
− = v−j , the lower bound of the achieved
recall level can be represented by
|DH | · R(DH) + |D+| · R(I+i )
|D−| · R(I−j ) + |DH | · R(DH) + |D+| · R(I+i )
. (8)
Accordingly, given the recall requirement β, the match pro-
portion of the interval I−j should satisfy
R(I−j ) ≤
(1− β)(|DH | · R(DH) + |D+| · R(I+i ))
β · |D−| . (9)
In other words, the recall requirement β would be satisfied
once the observed match proportion of I−j is below or equal
to the threshold presented in Eq. 9.
The search process alternately moves v+ right and v− left to
enforce precision and recall requirements. Once R(I+i ) reaches
the threshold specified in Eq. 7, the upper bound of DH would
be finally fixed at v+i . It can be observed that with the upper
bound fixed at v+i , moving v
− to a lower value would only
increase the estimated precision level. Similarly, once R(I−j )
falls below the threshold specified in Eq. 9, the lower bound
of DH would be finally fixed at v−j . Due to the monotonicity
assumption, with the lower bound fixed at v−j , moving v
+ to
a higher value would only increase the estimated recall level.
In practical implementation, we can set the unit movement
of v− and v+ by the number of instance pairs: the intervals
(v+i−1, v
+
i ] and [v
−
j , v
−
j−1) always contain the same number of
instance pairs. Further details on the search process are omitted
here due to space limits, and a more thorough explanation can
be referred to in our technical report [27].
By following the above reasoning, the baseline search
process can return a solution satisfying the user-specified
precision and recall levels with a 100% confidence, provided
that the monotonicity assumption holds. Its computational
complexity is only linear with the number of instance pairs
in D in the worst case. Finally, we conclude this section with
Theorem 1, whose proof follows naturally from our above
analysis.
Theorem 1: Given an ER workload of D, the baseline
search process returns a HUMO solution that can ensure the
precision and recall levels of α and β respectively with the
confidence of 100% provided that the monotonicity assump-
tion holds on D.
VI. SAMPLING-BASED APPROACH
The baseline approach estimates the match proportions of
D− and D+ by the observed match proportions of the intervals
in DH . However, it can be noticeable that the match proportion
of D− is usually significantly smaller than that of DH , while
the match proportion of D+ is usually considerably larger
than that of DH . Strictly speaking, the baseline approach
may overestimate the match proportion of D−, and may also
underestimate the match proportion of D+. As a result, it
would require considerably more than necessary human cost
to enforce quality guarantees. To alleviate this limitation, we
propose a more aggressive sampling-based approach in this
section. Compared with the baseline approach, it is more
aggressive in that it estimates the match proportions of D−
and D+ by directly sampling them.
The sampling-based approach divides D into multiple dis-
joint unit subsets and estimates their match proportions by
sampling. We first present an all-sampling solution that sam-
ples all the subsets. To reduce human cost, we also present an
improved partial-sampling solution that only requires sampling
a portion of the subsets.
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Fig. 3. The demonstration of sampling-based solution.
A. All-Sampling Solution
Suppose that D is divided into m disjoint subsets, D =
D1 ∪ · · · ∪Dm, and the subsets are ordered by their similarity
values. If i < j, then ∀d ∈ Di and ∀d′ ∈ Dj , we have
sim(d) ≤ sim(d′), in which sim(d) denotes the similarity
value of d. With the notation of Di, we can represent DH
by a union of subsets, DH = Di ∪ Di+1 · · · ∪ Dj , in which
Di is the lower bound subset of DH while Dj is its upper
bound subset. We also denote the sampled match proportion
of Di by Ri. We first consider the hypothetical case that the
estimate of Ri is accurate, and then integrate sampling errors
into bound computation.
When the estimate of Ri is hypothetically accurate, the
achieved recall level of a HUMO solution solely depends on
DH ’s lower bound. Therefore, the all-sampling solution first
identifies DH ’s lower bound subset to meet the constraint
on recall, then identifies its upper bound subset to meet the
precision constraint. With the lower bound of DH set at Di,
the achieved recall level can be estimated by
recall(D,S) =
∑
i≤k≤m |Dk| · Rk∑
1≤k≤m |Dk| · Rk
. (10)
Therefore, to minimize the size of DH while ensuring the
recall level β, the search process initially sets the lower bound
to D1, and then iteratively moves it right from Dk to Dk+1
until the estimated recall level specified in Eq. 10 falls below
β.
The search process then deals with the precision constraint
in a similar way by incrementally identifying the upper bound
of DH . Suppose that the lower bound of DH has been
identified to be Di. With its upper bound set at Dj , the
achieved precision level can be estimated by
precision(D,S) =
∑
i≤k≤m |Dk| · Rk∑
i≤k≤j |Dk| · Rk +
∑
j+1≤k≤m |Dk|
(11)
Therefore, to minimize the size of DH while ensuring the
precision level α, the search process initially sets the upper
bound to Dm, and then iteratively moves it left from Dk to
Dk−1 until the estimated precision level specified in Eq. 11
falls below α.
Now we describe how to integrate sampling errors into
bound computation. For fulfilling the confidence level, we
resort to the theory of stratified random sampling [28] to
estimate sampling error margins. We denote the total number
of pairs in D by n and the number of pairs in the subset Di
by ni. Based on the sampled match proportion estimate of
Di, we can compute the mean of the match proportion of D
and its estimated standard deviation, which are denoted by R¯D
and σD respectively. The details on how to compute R¯D and
σD can be found in [27]. Given the confidence level θ, the
total number of matching pairs in D falls reasonably within
the interval
[n · (R¯D − t(1−θ,d.f.) · σD), n · (R¯D + t(1−θ,d.f.) · σD)], (12)
in which t(1−θ,d.f.) is Student’s t value for d.f. degrees of
freedom and the confidence level θ for two-sided critical
regions. In Eq. 12, as typical in stratified sampling [28], we
use Student’s t value to take account of the sampling error due
to limited sample size. Suppose that a random variable T has
a Student’s t-distribution, a Student’s t value for confidence
level θ for two-sided critical regions is the value, let’s say t˜,
that satisfies P (−t˜ < T < t˜) = θ, where P (·) represents the
probability.
Next, we apply the analysis results of confidence error
margins in the recall and precision estimates as presented in
Eq. 10 and 11. According to Eq. 10, the lower bound of the
recall estimate can be guaranteed by setting a lower bound
on n+[i,m] and an upper bound on n
+
[1,i−1], in which n
+
[i,j]
denotes the total number of matching pairs in the subset union,
Di ∪Di+1 · · · ∪Dj . Suppose that the lower bound of DH is
set at Di. Given the confidence level θ and the recall level β,
the HUMO solution meets the recall requirement if
β ≤
lb(n+[i,m],
√
θ)
ub(n+[1,i−1],
√
θ) + lb(n+[i,m],
√
θ)
, (13)
in which lb(n+[i,m],
√
θ) denotes the lower bound of n+[i,m] with
the confidence
√
θ, and ub(n+[1,i−1],
√
θ) denotes the upper
bound of n+[1,i−1] with the confidence
√
θ. Since the bound
estimations on n+[i,m] and n
+
[1,i−1] are independent, the lower
bound of the recall level specified in Eq. 13 has the desired
confidence θ.
Similarly, suppose that the lower and upper bounds of DH
are set at Di and Dj respectively. Given the confidence level
θ and the precision level α, the HUMO solution meets the
precision requirement if
α ≤
lb(n+[i,j],
√
θ) + lb(n+[j+1,m],
√
θ)
lb(n+[i,j],
√
θ) + n[j+1,m]
. (14)
Since the bound estimations on n+[i,j] and n
+
[j+1,m] are inde-
pendent, the lower bound of the precision level specified in
Eq. 14 has the desired confidence θ.
The all-sampling search process iteratively searches for the
lower and upper bounds of DH . It first identifies the maximal
value of i such that the condition specified in Eq. 13 is
satisfied. It begins with i = 1 and then iteratively moves the
lower bound right from Di to Di+1. Similarly, with the lower
bound of DH set at Di, it identifies the minimal value of j
such that the condition specified in Eq. 14 is satisfied. It begins
with j = m and then iteratively moves the upper bound left
from Dj to Dj−1. More details on the search process are
however omitted here due to space constraints. They can be
found in our technical report [27].
The worst-case computational complexity of the all-
sampling search process can be represented by O(n + m2),
in which n denotes the total number of pairs in D and m
denotes the total number of subsets. Finally, we conclude this
subsection with the following theorem, whose proof follows
naturally from our above analysis:
Theorem 2: Given an ER workload of D, a confidence level
θ, a precision level α and a recall level β, the all-sampling
search process returns a HUMO solution that can ensure the
precision and recall levels of α and β respectively with the
confidence θ.
B. Partial-Sampling Solution
Note that samples should be labeled by the human and
the optimization objective of HUMO is to minimize human
cost. The all-sampling solution has to sample every subset;
therefore its human cost consumed on labeling samples is
usually prohibitive. In this subsection, we propose an improved
solution that only needs to sample a portion of the subsets. It
achieves the purpose by approximating the match proportions
of unsampled subsets based on those observed on sampled
ones. We use the Gaussian process (GP) [29], which is a
classical technique for non-parametric regression. GP assumes
that the match proportions of subsets have a joint Gaussian
distribution. It can smoothly integrate sampling error margins
into the approximation process.
Given k sampled subsets, we denote their observed match
proportions by R = [R1,R2, . . . ,Rk]T , and their corresponding
average similarity values by V = [v1, v2, . . . , vk]T . The
Gaussian process estimates the match proportion, R∗, of a new
similarity value, v∗, based on R, the observed match propor-
tions of V . According to the assumption of GP, the random
variables [V T , v∗]T satisfy a joint Gaussian distribution, which
can be represented by[
V
v∗
]
∼ N
(
0,
[
K(V, V ) K(V, v∗)
K(v∗, V ) K(v∗, v∗)
])
, (15)
in which K(·, ·) represents the covariance matrix. The details
of how to compute the covariance matrix K(·, ·) can be found
in [27]. Based on Eq. 15, the mean of the match proportion
of v∗, R∗, can be represented by
R¯∗ = K(v∗, V ) ·K−1(V, V ) · R. (16)
The variance of R∗ can be also represented by
σ2R∗ = K(v∗, v∗)−K(v∗, V ) ·K−1(V, V ) ·K(V, v∗). (17)
Accordingly, the distribution of R∗, the match proportion of
v∗, can be represented by the following Gaussian function
R∗ ∼ N
(
R¯∗, σ2R∗
)
. (18)
Now we are ready to describe how to aggregate the es-
timations of multiple subsets. Note that the distribution of
each subset’s match proportion satisfies a Gaussian function.
Given the t subsets of D∗, D∗ = {D1∗, D2∗, . . . , Dt∗}, we denote
their corresponding numbers of pairs by {n1∗, n2∗, . . . , nt∗}, and
their similarity values by V∗ = [v1∗, v
2
∗, . . . , v
t
∗]
T . Then, the
total number of match pairs in D∗, denoted by n∗, satisfies a
Gaussian distribution. Its mean can be represented by
n¯∗ =
t∑
i=1
ni∗ · R¯i∗, (19)
in which R¯i∗ represents the mean of the match proportion of
Di∗. Its standard deviation can also be represented by
σD∗ =
√ ∑
1≤i≤t,1≤j≤t
ni∗ · nj∗ · cov(vi∗, vj∗), (20)
in which cov(vi∗, v
j
∗) is the covariance between two estimates
and its value is the (i,j)-th element in the covariance matrix
K(V∗, V∗)−K(V∗, V )·K−1(V, V )·K(V, V∗). Therefore, given
the confidence level θ, the corresponding confidence interval
of the number of match pairs in D∗ can be represented by
[n¯∗ −Z(1−θ) · σD∗ , n¯∗ + Z(1−θ) · σD∗ ], (21)
in which Z(1−θ) is the (1 − 1−θ2 ) point of standard normal
distribution.
Algorithm 1: Gaussian Regression of Match Proportion
Function
Input: Sorted disjoint subsets {D1, D2, ..., Dm};
Sampling cost range [pl, pu]; Error threshold ε.
Output: The function of match proportion, Fk.
1 j ← m · pl;
2 TrainSet← select j equidistance subsets {Di1 , Di2 , ...,
Dij};
3 V,R← sample every subset in TrainSet to get their
match proportion estimates;
4 Fk ← use V,R to train Gaussian process model;
5 IndexQueue← [(i1, i2), ..., (ik, ik+1), ..., (ij−1, ij)];
6 while IndexQueue is not empty
7 and |TrainSet| < m · pu do
8 (ik, ik+1)← IndexQueue.pop();
9 Dx ← the middle subset between Dik and Dik+1 ;
10 Rx ← match proportion of Dx estimated by
sampling;
11 if |Fk(vx)− Rx| ≥ ε then
12 IndexQueue.append([(ik, x), (x, ik+1)]);
13 Add Dx, vx,Rx to TrainSet,V,R respectively;
14 Fk ← use V,R to train Gaussian process model;
15 return Fk.
The partial-sampling search process consists of two phases.
It trains the function of match proportion by Gaussian regres-
sion in the first phase, it then searches for the lower and
upper bounds of DH based on the trained function in the
second phase. The function training’s procedure is sketched
in Algorithm1. Note that D is divided into m disjoint subsets
{D1, D2, . . ., Dm}. To balance approximation accuracy and
sampling cost, it presets a range, [pl, pu] (e.g. [1%, 5%]), for
the proportion of sampled subsets among all subsets. Initially,
the training set consists of j sampled subsets, {Di1 , Di2 ,
. . ., Dij}, in which j = m × pl and ∀1 ≤ k ≤ j − 2,
ik+1 − ik = ik+2 − ik+1. In each iteration, the algorithm
first trains an approximation function, denoted by Fk, by
Gaussian regression based on the sampled subsets. It then
uses Fk to estimate the match proportion of a subset that is
located in the middle point between two neighbouring sampled
subsets. Suppose that Dx denotes the subset between the
sampled subsets Dik and Dik+1 . If the difference between
the estimated value based on Fk and the observed match
proportion based on sampling exceeds a small threshold ,
the algorithm would add Dx into the training set; otherwise,
it would not sample any other subset between Dik and Dik+1
(except Dx) in the following iterations. Finally, the algorithm
trains the function with the updated training set. This cycle of
sampling and training is iteratively invoked until the trained
function achieves a good approximation or the sampling cost
reaches the upper bound of the pre-specified range (i.e. pu).
Similar to the procedure for all-sampling solution, the
partial-sampling search process first identifies the maximal
lower bound of DH to meet the recall requirement, and
then identifies the minimal upper bound of DH to meet
the precision requirement. The only difference is that the
lower bounds of the achieved recall and precision levels of
a HUMO solution should be estimated by the confidence
intervals specified in Eq. 21.
The worst-case computational complexity of Alg. 1 is in the
order of O(k4), in which k denotes the number of sampled
unit subsets. The worst-case computational complexity of
the search process can be represented by O(m · k2 + m3).
Therefore, the worst-case computational complexity of the
partial-sampling solution can be represented by O(n+m3 +
m · k2 + k4). It can be observed that the effectiveness of
the partial-sampling solution in ensuring quality guarantees
depends on the accuracy of the Gaussian approximation. As
shown by our empirical evaluation in Section VIII, the partial-
sampling solution is highly effective due to the powerfulness
and robustness of the Gaussian process.
VII. HYBRID APPROACH
The baseline approach usually overestimates the match
proportion of D− while underestimating that of D+. The
sampling-based approach can alleviate both drawbacks to a
large extent by directly sampling D− and D+. However, it
still has to consider confidence margins in the estimations
of D− and D+. Furthermore, it usually cannot afford to
sample all the subsets in D− and D+ due to prohibitive
sampling cost. Generally, less samples would result in larger
error margins. Therefore, there is no guarantee that a sampling-
based estimation would always be better than the correspond-
ing baseline one. As we show in Section VIII, their relative
performance actually depends on the characteristics of the
given ER workload. This observation motivates us to propose a
hybrid approach, which can take advantage of both estimations
and use the better of both worlds in the process of bound
computation.
The hybrid approach begins with a HUMO solution of
the partial-sampling approach. We denote the initial solution
by S0 and its lower and upper bounds of DH by Di and
Dj respectively. It searches for a better solution than S0
by incrementally redefining DH ’s bounds using the better
between the baseline and sampling-based estimates. Initially,
it sets DH to be the single median subset of Di and Dj ,
D i+j
2
. Similar to the baseline approach, it alternately extends
DH ’s upper and lower bounds until both precision and recall
requirements are met. However, on reasoning about the match
proportions of D− and D+, instead of being purely based
on the monotonicity of precision, it uses the better of both
estimates. It alternately moves the upper bound from Du to
Du+1 and the lower bound from Dl to Dl−1. After each
movement of the upper bound, it checks whether the current
solution satisfies the precision requirement. Similarly, after
each movement of the lower bound, it checks whether the
current solution satisfies the recall requirement. Note that the
new range of DH can not exceed the range of [Di, Dj ] in the
initial solution S0. Therefore, the resulting HUMO solution of
the hybrid approach is at least as good as S0. The details of
the hybrid search process are omitted here due to space limits,
but can be found in our technical report [27].
The worst-case computational complexity of the hybrid
solution is the same as that of the partial-sampling solution,
bounded by O(n + m3 + m · k2 + k4). Its effectiveness in
ensuring quality guarantees depends on both the monotonicity
assumption of precision and the accuracy of Gaussian approxi-
mation. As shown by our empirical evaluation in Section VIII,
the hybrid solution is highly effective in ensuring quality
guarantees for HUMO.
VIII. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION
This section empirically evaluates HUMO’s performance by
performing a comparative study. We have implemented three
proposed optimization approaches for HUMO:
• Baseline (denoted by BASE). It represents the optimiza-
tion approach purely based on the monotonicity assump-
tion of precision presented in Section V;
• Sampling-based (denoted by SAMP). Since the all-
sampling solution performs worse than the partial-
sampling one, SAMP represents the partial-sampling
solution presented in Section VI-B. The comparative
evaluation results between the all-sampling and partial-
sampling solutions can be found in technical report [27].
• Hybrid (denoted by HYBR). It represents the hybrid
approach presented in Section VII.
In all HUMO’s implementations, we divide an ER workload
D into disjoint subsets, each of which contains the same
number of instance pairs. The number of instance pairs con-
tained by each subset is set to be 200. Due to the distribution
irregularity of matching pairs, BASE estimates the match
proportion bounds of D− and D+ by using the average match
proportion of multiple consecutive subsets in DH instead of
a single one. For practical implementation, we suggest that
the number of consecutive subsets should be set between
3 and 10. Note that as its value increases, BASE becomes
more conservative. To balance sampling cost and accuracy
of match proportion approximation, SAMP sets both lower
and upper limits on sampling cost, which is measured by the
proportion of sampled subsets among all the subsets. In our
implementation, the sampling proportion range is set to be
between 1% and 5%.
Note that most of the existing techniques for ER cannot
enforce quality guarantees. Therefore, we implement a classi-
cal technique based on Support Vector Machine (SVM) [26]
and present its results for quality reference. More recently
proposed techniques (e.g. [7] and [24]) may have achieved
better performance. However, it should be clear that as the
SVM-based technique, they can not enforce quality guarantees.
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Fig. 4. The distributions of matching pairs in two real datasets.
The performance difference between the existing classification
techniques is beyond the scope of this paper. We instead
compare HUMO with state-of-the-art active learning based
approaches [8], [9] (denoted by ACTL), which can at least
enforce precision. ACTL maximizes recall level while ensur-
ing a user-specified precision level. It estimates the achieved
precision level of a given labeling solution by sampling. It also
requires manual verification. We compare HUMO and ACTL
on achieved quality and required human cost.
The rest of this section is organized as follows: Sub-
section VIII-A describes our experimental setup. Subsec-
tion VIII-B evaluates the performance of different optimization
approaches for HUMO. Subsection VIII-C compares HUMO
with ACTL. Finally, Subsection VIII-D evaluates its efficiency
and scalability.
A. Experimental Setup
We use two real datasets and one synthetic dataset in our
evaluation. The experiments on real datasets can demonstrate
the proposed solutions’ performance in real application scenar-
ios. The experiments on synthetic datasets can instead test their
performance sensitivity to different data characteristics. The
details of the two real datasets [26] are described as follows:
• DBLP-Scholar1 (denoted by DS): The DBLP dataset
contains 2616 publication entities from DBLP publica-
tions and the Scholar dataset contains 64263 publication
entities from Google Scholar. The experiments match the
DBLP entries with the Scholar entries.
• Abt-Buy2 (denoted by AB): It contains 1081 product
entities from Abt.com and 1092 product entities from
Buy.com. The experiments match the Abt entries with
the Buy entries.
On both datasets, we compute pair similarity by aggregating
attribute similarities with weights [1]. Specifically, on the DS
dataset, Jaccard similarity of the attributes title and authors,
and Jaro-Winkler distance of the attribute venue are used; on
the AB dataset, Jaccard similarity of the attributes product
name and product description are used. The weight of each
attribute is determined by the number of its distinct attribute
values. As in [8], we use the blocking technique to filter the
instance pairs unlikely to match. Specifically, the workload
of DS contains the instance pairs whose aggregated similarity
values are no less than 0.2. Similarly, the aggregated similarity
value threshold for the AB workload is set to be 0.05. After
1https://dbs.uni-leipzig.de/file/DBLP-Scholar.zip
2https://dbs.uni-leipzig.de/file/Abt-Buy.zip
TABLE I
THE SVM-BASED CLASSIFICATION RESULTS ON DS AND AB.
Dataset Precision Recall F1 Score
DS 0.87 0.76 0.81
AB 0.47 0.35 0.40
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Fig. 5. Logistic function.
blocking, the DS dataset has 100077 pairs and 5267 among
them are matching pairs; the AB dataset has 313040 pairs and
1085 among them are matching pairs.
The distributions of matching pairs in the two real datasets
are presented in Figure 4, in which the X-axis represents
pair similarity value and the Y-axis represents the number of
matching pairs. It can be observed that in DS, the majority
of matching pairs has high similarity values; in AB, many
matching pairs however have median and low similarity val-
ues. Therefore, in terms of classification accuracy, AB is a
more challenging workload than DS.
The performance of the SVM-based technique on the met-
rics of precision, recall and F1 are presented in Table I. Note
that similar results have also been reported in [26]. However,
the performance of the SVM-based solution is highly depen-
dent on the selected features and training data. Here we only
use them for quality reference. It can be observed that the
classification quality on DS is better than that on AB. This
observation is consistent with the two datasets’ matching pairs
distributions presented in Figure 4.
The generator for synthetic datasets uses the logistic func-
tion to simulate the function of match proportion with regard
to pair similarity. The logistic function is represented by
0.95
1 + e(−τ(v−0.55))
(22)
in which v denotes pair similarity and the parameter τ specifies
the steepness of the logistic curve. Some examples of the
logistic function are also shown in Figure 5. As the value of
τ decreases, the curve becomes less steep; the generated ER
workload would be more challenging. The generator also has
the parameter σ, which specifies the variances of the subsets’
match proportions. A larger value of σ would result in more
distribution irregularity; the generated ER workload would be
more challenging.
Note that in our experiments, we have the ground-truth la-
bels for all the test pairs. The ground-truth labels are originally
hidden; whenever manual verification is called for, they are
provided to the program. Existing crowdsourcing platforms
can obviously be used to perform manual verification. Inte-
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Fig. 6. Comparison of human cost on two real datasets (with θ = 0.9).
TABLE II
THE QUALITY LEVELS ACHIEVED BY BASE ON DS AND AB.
Quality Quality Levels of Results
Requirement DS AB
α = 0.70 α¯ = 0.9679 α¯ = 0.9843
β = 0.70 β¯ = 0.9725 β¯ = 0.9244
α = 0.75 α¯ = 0.9732 α¯ = 0.9843
β = 0.75 β¯ = 0.9738 β¯ = 0.9244
α = 0.80 α¯ = 0.9786 α¯ = 0.9845
β = 0.80 β¯ = 0.9738 β¯ = 0.9382
α = 0.85 α¯ = 0.9786 α¯ = 1.0
β = 0.85 β¯ = 0.9744 β¯ = 0.9521
α = 0.90 α¯ = 0.9883 α¯ = 1.0
β = 0.90 β¯ = 0.9744 β¯ = 0.9521
α = 0.95 α¯ = 0.9946 α¯ = 1.0
β = 0.95 β¯ = 0.9852 β¯ = 0.9659
grating HUMO with crowdsourcing platforms is an interesting
future work. It is however beyond the scope of this paper.
On efficiency evaluation, all experiments were run on a
commercial machine running Windows 10, equipped with an
Intel Core i5 2.30GHz and 16GB of RAM.
B. Evaluation of HUMO Optimization
1) On Real Datasets: The comparative results on the two
real datasets are presented in Figure 6. On both datasets, the
confidence level for SAMP and HYBR is set to 0.9. Note that
for SAMP and HYBR, different runs may generate different
solutions due to sampling randomness. Their reported results
are therefore the averages over 100 runs. It can be observed
that on both datasets, the baseline approach (BASE) requires
more human cost than the partial-sampling approach (SAMP).
This is mainly due to BASE’s conservative estimations of the
match proportions of D− and D+. The more aggressive SAMP
TABLE III
THE QUALITY LEVELS ACHIEVED BY SAMP ON DS AND AB.
Quality Quality Levels of Results Success rate
Requirement DS AB DS AB
α = 0.70 α¯ = 0.8649 α¯ = 0.9282 100 100
β = 0.70 β¯ = 0.8365 β¯ = 0.8849
α = 0.75 α¯ = 0.8347 α¯ = 0.9597 100 100
β = 0.75 β¯ = 0.8574 β¯ = 0.9046
α = 0.80 α¯ = 0.8544 α¯ = 0.9635 100 100
β = 0.80 β¯ = 0.8980 β¯ = 0.9158
α = 0.85 α¯ = 0.9011 α¯ = 0.9726 96 100
β = 0.85 β¯ = 0.9205 β¯ = 0.9253
α = 0.90 α¯ = 0.9489 α¯ = 0.9907 97 100
β = 0.90 β¯ = 0.9436 β¯ = 0.9398
α = 0.95 α¯ = 0.9834 α¯ = 0.9977 98 100
β = 0.95 β¯ = 0.9683 β¯ = 0.9574
TABLE IV
THE QUALITY LEVELS ACHIEVED BY HYBR ON DS AND AB.
Quality Quality Levels of Results Success rate
Requirement DS AB DS AB
α = 0.70 α¯ = 0.8649 α¯ = 0.9304 100 100
β = 0.70 β¯ = 0.8365 β¯ = 0.8306
α = 0.75 α¯ = 0.8347 α¯ = 0.9717 100 100
β = 0.75 β¯ = 0.8573 β¯ = 0.8589
α = 0.80 α¯ = 0.8535 α¯ = 0.9632 100 100
β = 0.80 β¯ = 0.8937 β¯ = 0.8946
α = 0.85 α¯ = 0.9015 α¯ = 0.9898 95 100
β = 0.85 β¯ = 0.9171 β¯ = 0.9160
α = 0.90 α¯ = 0.9487 α¯ = 0.9957 97 100
β = 0.90 β¯ = 0.9425 β¯ = 0.9327
α = 0.95 α¯ = 0.9834 α¯ = 0.9991 97 100
β = 0.95 β¯ = 0.9679 β¯ = 0.9521
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Fig. 7. Varying confidence level on DS (with α = 0.9 and β = 0.9).
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Fig. 8. Varying confidence level on AB (with α = 0.9 and β = 0.9).
approach achieves better performance by effectively reducing
their estimation margins. On DS, HYBR performs roughly the
same as SAMP; on AB, HYBR however clearly outperforms
SAMP. The results on AB show that HYBR can achieve better
performance than SAMP by using the better of both BASE and
SAMP estimates. It can also be observed that given the same
quality requirement, AB requires more human cost than DS.
This result should not be surprising given that AB is a more
challenging workload than DS. Finally, it is worthy to point out
that on both datasets, the required human cost only increases
modestly with quality requirement. With both precision and
recall guarantees set at 0.9, DS and AB require only around 7%
and 12% manual work respectively if performed by HYBR.
We also report the achieved quality levels of different ap-
proaches. Note that BASE generates only one HUMO solution
on each dataset. Its achieved quality levels on DS and AB are
presented in Table II. It can be observed that all the BASE
solutions successfully meet the specified quality requirement.
Similarly, the achieved quality levels of SAMP and HYBR on
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Fig. 9. Varying τ (steepness) of the logistic curve on the synthetic datasets.
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Fig. 10. Varying σ (variance) of match proportions on the synthetic datasets.
DS and AB are presented in Table III and Table IV respec-
tively. For SAMP and HYBR, we also report their success
rates (to meet quality requirement) of multiple runs besides
the averaged precision and recall levels. It can be observed
that on both averaged quality and success rate, SAMP and
HYBR achieve levels well above what was required in most
cases.
Finally, we evaluate how the required human cost and
the success rate of SAMP and HYBR vary with different
confidence levels. The required precision and recall levels
are both set to 0.9. The detailed results on DS and AB are
presented in Figure 7 and Figure 8 respectively. It is clearly
observable that the required human cost only increases mod-
estly with the confidence level. SAMP and HYBR’s achieved
success rates are always above the specified confidence levels.
In most cases, the margins between them are considerable.
These experimental results demonstrate the robustness of the
Gaussian process in approximating match proportions in real
application scenarios.
2) On Synthetic Datasets: Firstly, we fix the parameter
value of σ at 0.1 and vary the parameter value of τ from
8 to 18 to test the approaches’ performance on the datasets
with different match proportion functions. Secondly, we fix
the parameter value of τ at 14 and vary the parameter value
of σ from 0.1 to 0.5 to test their performance sensitivities
to different match proportion irregularities. In both cases, the
required precision and recall levels are set to be 0.9. The
confidence level of SAMP and HYBR is set at 0.9.
The detailed evaluation results for the first case are pre-
sented in Figure 9. As expected, all the approaches require
lesser manual work as τ is set larger. The results also clearly
show that HYBR can effectively use the better of both BASE
and SAMP estimates to improve performance. When τ ≤ 10,
BASE requires less manual work than SAMP. When τ > 10,
BASE instead requires more manual work than SAMP. How-
ever, HYBR can achieve whichever better of BASE and SAMP
at all the settings of τ . All the achieved precisions and recalls
are observed to be above the required level of 0.9.
The detailed evaluation results for the second case are
presented in Figure 10. As expected, the required manual
TABLE V
PERFORMANCE COMPARISON BETWEEN HUMO AND ACTL ON DS.
Target Achieved Recall ψ(%) ∆ψ
100·∆RecallPrecision HUMO ACTL HUMO ACTL
0.75 0.8573 0.8210 4.94 4.08 0.2373
0.80 0.8937 0.7953 5.52 4.10 0.1439
0.85 0.9171 0.7786 6.20 3.73 0.1779
0.90 0.9425 0.7124 7.34 3.63 0.1614
0.95 0.9679 0.6502 10.05 3.01 0.2217
TABLE VI
PERFORMANCE COMPARISON BETWEEN HUMO AND ACTL ON AB.
Target Achieved Recall ψ(%) ∆ψ
100·∆RecallPrecision HUMO ACTL HUMO ACTL
0.75 0.8589 0.1968 6.83 0.30 0.0985
0.80 0.8946 0.1594 7.91 0.26 0.1040
0.85 0.9160 0.1379 9.31 0.28 0.1161
0.90 0.9327 0.1173 11.82 0.20 0.1426
0.95 0.9521 0.0966 16.60 0.19 0.1918
workload for SAMP and HYBR generally increases as σ is
set larger. Similar to what was observed in Figure 9, HYBR
achieves the best performance among them by effectively
using the better of both BASE and SAMP estimates. With
σ ≤ 0.4, all the three approaches can meet the quality
requirement. With σ = 0.5, SAMP still manages to meet the
quality requirement, but BASE and HYBR fails on precision.
This is due to the fact that with σ = 0.5, the monotonic-
ity assumption of precision does not hold true anymore on
the synthetic dataset. The effectiveness of SAMP to enforce
quality guarantees in the big-variance case of σ = 0.5 also
validates the performance resilience of the Gaussian process.
C. Comparison with State-Of-The-Art
In this subsection, we compare HUMO with the state-of-
the-art alternative (ACTL) based on active learning on the two
real datasets. We have implemented both techniques proposed
in [8] and [9] respectively. Our experiments showed that they
perform similarly on the achieved quality and required manual
work. Their detailed performance comparisons can be found
in our technical report [27]. Here, we present the comparative
evaluation results between HUMO and the technique proposed
in [8]. As [8], we employ Jaccard similarity on attributes used
in Subsection VIII-B as the similarity space for ACTL. On
DS, the used attributes are title and authors; on AB, they are
product name and product description. ACTL uses sampling to
estimate the achieved precision level of a given classification
solution; therefore it also requires manual work.
The performance comparisons between HUMO and ACTL
on the DS and AB are presented in Table V and Table VI
respectively, in which ψ represents the percentage of manual
work, and ∆ denotes the performance difference between the
two methods on a specified metric. The required precision and
recall levels are set to be the same for HUMO. Note that ACTL
can not enforce recall level. At each given precision level, we
record HUMO and ACTL’s differences on achieved recall and
consumed human cost. It can be observed that the achieved
recall level of ACTL generally decreases with the specified
precision level. In all the test cases, HUMO achieves higher
recall levels than ACTL. We also record the additional human
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Fig. 12. Varying data size on the synthetic datasets.
cost required by HUMO for the absolute recall improvement of
1% over ACTL (at the last columns of Table V and Table VI).
It can be observed that the cost generally increases with the
required precision level. With both precision and recall set at
the high level of 0.9, the cost is as low as 0.1614% on DS
and 0.1426% on AB.
Note that given the same precision requirement, ACTL and
HUMO might actually achieve different precisions. Therefore,
we also compare their performance on the metric of F1 and
record the additional human cost required by HUMO for the
absolute F1 improvement of 1% over ACTL. The detailed
results on both datasets are presented in Figure 11. Similar
to what was observed in Table V and Table VI, the additional
human cost generally increases with the specified precision
level. On DS, the additional human cost of HUMO for 1%
increase in F1 score is maximally 0.35%. On AB, it is as low
as 0.21%. Along with the results presented in Table V and
Table VI, these results clearly demonstrate that compared with
ACTL, HUMO can effectively improve the resolution quality
with reasonable ROI in terms of human cost.
D. Efficiency Evaluation
The machine runtime of HUMO on two real datasets are
presented in Table VII. Note that the reported runtime does
not include the time consumed by data preprocessing and the
latency incurred by human verification. It can be observed that
as indicated by their analyzed complexity, SAMP and HYBR
TABLE VII
EFFICIENCY EVALUATION ON DS AND AB DATASETS.
Dataset # of pairs Runtime (Sec)BASE SAMP HYBR
DS 100077 0.969 6.506 7.580
AB 313040 3.062 20.921 53.503
consume considerably more time than BASE. We also evaluate
their scalability with varying data size. We generated the test
datasets of different sizes using the synthetic data generator.
The detailed results are presented in Figure 12. It can be
observed that the runtime of BASE increases only marginally
with the increasing dataset size. The runtimes of SAMP and
HYBR increase more dramatically but in a polynomial-time
manner as dictated by their analyzed complexity. Since effi-
ciency of human work can be expected to be much lower than
that of machine computation, machine efficiency of HUMO
should not be a concern in practical scenarios.
IX. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we have proposed a human and machine coop-
eration framework, HUMO, for entity resolution. It represents
a new paradigm that enables a flexible mechanism for com-
prehensive quality control at both precision and recall levels.
Our extensive experiments on real and synthetic datasets have
also validated its efficacy.
Future work can be pursued in two directions. Firstly, for
large datasets, crowdsourcing may be the only feasible solution
for human workload. It is interesting to integrate HUMO
into existing crowdsourcing platforms. On crowdsourcing plat-
forms, monetary cost may be a more appropriate metric of
human cost than the number of manually inspected pairs used
in this paper. Secondly, as a general paradigm, HUMO can
be potentially applied to other challenging classification tasks
requiring high quality guarantees (e.g. financial fraud detection
[30] and malware detection [31]). It is interesting to investigate
its efficacy on them in future work.
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